LC, founded in 1800, has had a bit of a head start, but who's counting? Since the CIC executed its Cooperative Agreement with Google in 2007, the company has worked steadily with our schools to digitize several million volumes, over and above the 5.5 million volumes contributed by the Universities of Michigan and Wisconsin under prior agreements. Some of our schools are done supplying now, but Iowa, Chicago, Illinois, and Minnesota are still sending books, and we expect Nebraska, Maryland, and Rutgers will, in due course, be called upon to offer up unique items from their collections. Throughout this process, Google has been very respectful of the needs of our partnering libraries, communicative, and professional in managing the vast quantities of content moving back and forth.
As an example of Google adapting the 2007 Agreement to help meet our expressed library needs, they agreed in 2009 to give some priority to digitizing U.S. federal documents held in CIC libraries. To date, Google has digitized over 500,000 government publications supplied by our libraries. Whether we think about documents or the general content digitized by Google over the past ten years, it would be hard to overstate the value of this "Google moonshot" for preservation, access, and keeping libraries relevant in a digital age.
As a library consortium director, I'm in the collaboration biz; the more libraries are willing to co-invest and seek out common solutions to their problems, the happier I am. HathiTrust is an exemplar -the preeminent example -of what can be done by libraries trusting each other and acting in concert. Google partners needed a way to store large quantities of digital content being returned by Google. At great expense, they could have each built and maintained local capacity, and the result for users would have been having to look for content in forty different systems with forty different search protocols and terms of access. Instead, we now have HathiTrust with over 13 million volumes -5 million of which are in the public domain and fully accessible to readers everywhere. The implications of HathiTrust for libraries, scholars, and readers are continuing to emerge, and will shape our landscape for decades to come. Hathi has opened up a world of resources to users with print disabilities; created a preservation archive for replacing deteriorating works in the nation's libraries; advanced scholarship by providing an important index to print resources held in our libraries; and will serve as an organizing principle for grappling with print collection management going forward.
When I think about big, bold, transformative initiatives in our library space -Wikipedia, JSTOR, Google digitization, PLoS, OCLC -I have to acknowledge that most come from outside of libraries, and ultimately rain down on us. In the case of HathiTrust, libraries themselves -Michigan, Indiana, the CIC, CDL -offered a bold vision, made it happen, and successfully defended it against the naysayers. Our CIC libraries are proud of their founding member status in HathiTrust, and the collaborative principles underlying the project are something to take note of… and try to replicate in other arenas.
ATG: You recently wrote, "there should be little doubt that the future of libraries will be less about managing stuff (including such trendy "stuffs" as data and special collections), and more about managing relationships." Could you elaborate on that?
MS: Well, first, I say and write a lot of things, but you'll notice I don't offer any warranties. So, in the world today, there are lots of ways to connect individuals to the products and services they want. Yes, there are still shoe stores, bookstores, video stores, and record stores but it's pretty easy to envision the ways that they will fall by the wayside (if they haven't already). It's also pretty easy to conjure scenarios by which authors, publishers, or uber-aggregators like Google or JSTOR could supply needed content to users without the intermediary of a library (and bottled water, FedEx, private schools, and toll roads should remind us that providing something for free doesn't always guarantee market success). In a world where content can move from anywhere to anyone at the speed of light, proximity for delivering stuff is no longer a competitive advantage. The real benefit to libraries of being based in the middle of campuses and communities is the opportunity that it provides to build relationships with users -personal, caring, ongoing relationships -like those that some of us establish with our hair cutters, bartenders, or doctors.
<http://www.against-the-grain.com> I have repeated, too many times, "that libraries need to become the cosmetic counters of the campus." By that, I mean they should be big, bright, welcoming spaces where people go to overcome their insecurities; where they believe that staff know more about selecting and applying make-up than they do; and those cosmetologists are willing to give them personal attention to overcome whatever shortcomings they are trying to address or cover up. You can sit home and order the make-up online, or pick it up at a corner Walgreens, but the cosmetic counter stays relevant because it offers expertise and personal attention. Well, on campuses, everyone, at every level, is fighting the belief that they may not be smart enough to achieve their academic goals -i.e., to get into medical school, to get tenure, to get published, to get a grant, to finish a dissertation. Going forward, the big opportunity for libraries is not to be handing people books or articles, or pointing them in the direction of a bank of computers. The big opportunity -the competitive advantage, if you will -is using proximity and expert staff to help users overcome their fears and inadequacies. That's a real value proposition libraries need to be exploiting.
ATG: You also noted that libraries would need to undergo some significant transformations to make such "high-touch services" possible. What transformations do you see as essential? How well are libraries positioned to make these transformations? What barriers need to be overcome? MS: If, as I said above, the goal is to develop a dedicated or loyal clientele, libraries need to hire people who are appealing to users; they need to provide these appealing staff members training and oversight and feedback; they need to reward successes and address failures. In our campus libraries, we have many smart people with the desire and attributes to build mentoring relationships. For the most part, however, they don't have measurable or achievable goals; there aren't management structures in place to direct their work; nor are there budgets or infrastructure in libraries to facilitate what businesses call "customer acquisition." So, for all their good intentions -and lip service about liaisons, outreach, and embedded librarians -I believe our libraries will continue to flounder until they jump the shark and shift their focus and budgets from acquiring heaps of inventory to the work of becoming high-touch service providers.
ATG: What place do you see for consortiums like the Committee on Institutional Cooperation in such efforts? Is there a role for consortiums in enabling such transformations within member libraries? How about in the implementation of these changes?
MS: Well, consortia are not in a position to deliver high-end services to users of public or academic libraries, so we can't be much help there. What we can do, however, is clear away some of the other work that engages so much of the time, staff, and money at our libraries. There are a lot of activities carried out in our individual libraries that should be done at scale -regionally, nationally, or internationally. I would argue that 80, 90, 95 percent of selection, licensing, preservation, cataloging, storage, systems (e.g., ERMs, catalogs, enhanced discovery layers, acquisitions), ILL, etc. could be managed off-site. I can't say for sure that all of these things could be done better in one or several central places than they are being done in a thousand individual libraries. It's inescapable, however, that all of the redundant, back-office work being carried out by our libraries undermines their ability to focus on relationship building with users, and the costs of this redundancy will eventually erode the confidence our funders -taxpayers, city managers, provosts, students -have that they are receiving a good return on their investments. A faculty member once said at a meeting about digital humanities, "consortia are good at doing the stupid things." I think he was right -let us relieve libraries of the mundane tasks so they can double-down on enriching the lives of the people they serve.
ATG: What impact will this focus on "managing relationships" have on the future of collection development? Where will collections fit into the future of library services? MS: I've been a collections librarian for my whole career, but I see now that the landscape has changed. Collections aren't an end unto themselves -these investments only make sense in the context of serving user needs. Connecting a reader with the right resources is invaluable (at least to that reader). Hoarding ten million volumes for the sake of climbing up some ranking scheme is not going to cut it in a world where the emphasis on analytics is less about inputs and much more about outcomes -i.e., what difference did it make? Somehow, the symbiotic relationship between libraries and vendors is going to have to extend the loop to account for library users, and the difference we're making in their lives.
ATG: In a recent Webinar you also noted that in order to compete in a climate where scholars have multiple options in finding information, libraries should seek out strategic partnerships with publishers who are invested in demonstrating the value of their products. What form should such partnerships take? Are there any specific examples where this has resulted in successful outcomes for both library and publisher?
MS: This is a space where publishers and libraries share common ground. Publishers want to show that the content they produce is valuable to users, and libraries want the same for the content they purchase. Now 
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we're in a space where libraries buy stuff and then direct blame at the publishers if use falls below expectations. It's actually a two-way street; the content has to have inherent value, and it has to be positioned in ways that users can find it. So, libraries need to do their part to actually promote what they buy, and publishes can and would help with that. A journal publisher can see a lot about who is using their content, and how they are accessing it. When analyzed in the context of hundreds of other libraries, they can start to see patterns related to the more or less effective ways that libraries position content.
As to who is actually doing this, I know that Springer has a group dedicated to this kind of analysis, and Gale has -or at least used to have -a "post-sales" group that could help with issues like content promotion. I'm sure other publishers also have programs, or provide ad hoc assistance, if asked, but I think the point I'd make is that librarians seldom ask (note: some interesting exceptions might include John McDonald at USC, Michael Levine-Clark at the University of Denver, Jason Price from SCELC, and Doug Way from Wisconsin). Most libraries and librarians seem to resist the notion that publishers have a role in leading users to content: "that's what librarians do." The fact that we might be doing it poorly, or, if you prefer, "not optimally," seems easier for them to accept than the thought of bringing vendors in to advise on building user relations, or organizing content in ways that optimizes its visibility.
ATG: What other strategies can libraries employ to gain a competitive edge in attracting and retaining users?
MS: That's easy. They can hire and retain staff members who are irresistible to library constituents. They can marshal persuasive data that they have and will deliver tangible benefits to users. They can create relationships with potential users -social media, luncheons, events -that build trust, before trying to preach the library's message. And, like with any other successful business, they can deliver the services that people want, at the time and place of need.
I know -this sounds like a lot to ask. But libraries have a lot of strategic advantages that could help to secure their future:
• Most people are positively disposed to libraries.
• Their goods and services are largely free.
• They have substantial infrastructure -space, inventory, personnel -to share.
• They are part and parcel of the communities they serve. That's a pretty good basis for entering a competition. As they say in the sports world, "it's their game to lose." ATG: Mark, you seem to be incredibly busy with your work at the CIC. How do you maintain such a high energy level? Are there some specific fun activities that you enjoy that help re-energize you? Do you have any hobbies that help you relax?
MS: Well, truth be known, I work from home so am more sedentary than the majority of the working world. One of my few daily goals is to make sure that I shower before my wife gets home from work. I do run regularly, and I really enjoy the 6:30 a.m. fun run at the Charleston Conference (thanks Mitchell Davis, et al. for organizing that). As for sources of energy, I'd venture that consortia leaders interact with more colleagues than most librarians working in a single library, or even vendors with a targeted customer base. There are 1,800 librarians in the CIC libraries, and while that might sound like a nightmare, it's actually very energizing to have all these touch-points with all of those smart peoplelibrarians and vendors alike.
ATG: It's been great talking to you. We've really enjoyed getting your perspective on these key issues.
MS: I don't read a lot of print media anymore -I just promiscuously flit from blog post to blog post -but I do read and appreciate Against the Grain. I think you guys do a great job, I think Katina has built something amazing and impactful in Charleston, and, as a shout-out to one of our CIC members, I really appreciate the efforts of the Purdue University Press to promote and archive the proceedings and publications coming out of Charleston. I'm glad for the opportunity to give credit where it's due. Thanks for reaching out to me. publisher profile against the grain
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